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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document describes the approach of validating the CACTOS software components. The
validation is done in multiple iterations. The first iteration aims to define the validation approach
and concrete success criteria and metrics. 7 concrete validation goals have been identified that all
aim concretely at the cost and energy reduction in modern IT infrastructures. For each concrete use
case in CACTOS (Business Analytics Scenario, Scientific Computing and Enterprise Applications), a set
of validation “scenarios” have been discussed and detailed to the point where they can be applied to
the concrete technical solution and deployment.
Whilst the first iteration defines the expected system level tests, not all software components of
CACTOS or the testbeds with the OpenStack solution of all partners are ready for testing at this
point. As the development work progresses, some refinements of these metrics and goals may
therefore be in order.
The validation goals will be defined in two iterations:


First iteration is reported in deliverable D7.3.1 at PM 12 (this document)



Second iteration will be reported in deliverable D7.3.2 at PM 30.

The document consists of three chapters covering the general validation process: Defining the goals
that the software should meet, coming from project order (Chapter II), defining the acceptance
criteria coming from the use cases defined in D7.1 (Chapter III) and checking if all goals defined are
covered by at least one acceptance criteria (Chapter IV). As different partners with various scopes
are involved in this project, each scope should have acceptance criteria which together address each
goal at least once.
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Discrete Fourier Transform
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Description of Work
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Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator
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Flexiant Development Language

HPC

High Performance Computing

HPC
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Local Coupled-Cluster Methods
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I. INTRODUCTION
This document provides a detailed description of the goals and metrics for the validation of the
CACTOS software against the DoW and the derived use cases extracted from D7.1. The CACTOS
software consists of three slightly connected components, which results in the need for defining
validation metrics for each component separately. The focus is to define criteria which hold for
every component.
The reason for a validation is to test whether the specific aspects of the CACTOS software meet the
selected user requirements as described in the DoW and the use cases from D7.1 which were
delivered in PM 9.
In order to perform such measurements, the use cases from D7.1 need to be extended into
requirements which can be easily validated in the validation process later in D7.4.1 and D7.4.2. This
document contains the results of the modification of each use case, done by the corresponding
partners.
Because the validation is agile and performed in two iterations the partners agreed on not to
evaluate all criteria in this first iteration. Especially criteria to perform hardware shifts to increase
the productivity and power consumption will change drastically in the second iteration. For
completeness all criteria that are going to be evaluated to get the system status and to optimize it
are already listed in this document in chapter III.
The CACTOS software consists of three main components: (i) CactoScale collects information about
the infrastructure such as the hardware1, the virtualised interface such as running virtual machines.
In particular, it collects load information from the running system covering both physical and virtual
nodes and networks. It further analyses the collected information using data mining techniques and
derives application behaviour from it. (ii) CactoOpt is concerned with resource allocation and
application placement. In particular, it selects the best fitting resources for application deployment
taking workload analyses from CactoScale and application models into account. (iii) CactoSim is
capable of simulating different optimisation scenarios based on the current load on the data centre,
but also based on load predictions. It is also able to simulate data centres based on different
hardware and derive better suited hardware environments.
In addition, the result of the CACTOS project consists of the CACTOS software that integrates the
three individual tools and connects them to cloud platforms and data centres. Finally, CACTOS has
defined three uses cases from different application domains that shall be used to validate the
CACTOS software and prove its applicability and usefulness. All of them have been detailed in D7.1
and are only summarised briefly here: (a) The business analytics use case targets the monitoring of
data centres used by cloud providers. It demands the determination of best fitting hardware
resources as well as the detection of hardware failures and malfunctioning and the automatic
triggering of counter measures. (b) The scientific computing use case deals with the execution of
chemical computations on virtualised compute resources. It demands sophisticated placement and

1
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Monitoring the hardware resources might not be useful for all scenarios and testbeds, but having a
distributed system like the one from REALTECH, data from the physical and the virtualized system
might be needed to determine a good optimization.
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controlling of virtual machines based on the available hardware, the application’s input parameters,
and overall system load. (c) The enterprise use case targets the monitoring of a classical multi-tier
enterprise application. The individual requirements of all three use cases have been defined in D7.1.
The purpose of validation is to demonstrate that a product component fulfils its intended use when
placed in its intended environment. This document defines the goals and metrics to validate the
CACTOS software against. We use a two-fold approach in order to achieve this purpose: First, we
analyse the description of work (DoW) document and in particular the project objectives defined
there. From this input we extract generic, high-level goals defined for the entire project. Second, we
take the requirements defined in D7.1 and derive from them a set of functional capabilities that has
to be supported by CACTOS. For each of these capabilities, we further define metrics that define
whether the respective function has been realised in the project. We close the document by
mapping the use-case provided features to the requirements and overall goals of CACTOS and
provide a concluding list of individual metrics.
In order to cope with the agile structure of the project, this document is only defining rigid validation
goals and metrics for the first project cycle, more detailed criteria will follow in the second iteration.
This is due to the fact that the results of the first development, integration, and validation phase
define the input for later phases with respect to validation, but more importantly with respect to the
project strategy.
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II. VALIDATION GOALS
Validation goals are a set of functionalities or capabilities that the software provides.
The capabilities of the software product are defined in the DoW. It needs to be proven if the
software behaves as defined. The CACTOS toolkit consists of three components – CactoScale,
CactoOpt and CactoSim – each validation goal (the goals out of the DoW) triggers functionalities in
one or more of these components, therefore table 1 maps the goal to the affected components.
Table 1: Mentioned Validation Goals in the DoW (complete)

#

GOAL

DESCRIPTION

AFFECTED COMPONENT

1

Resource Provisioning

Capability to provide and manage resources in a

CactoScale, CactoOpt

heterogeneous infrastructure
2
3
4

Power and Cost

Ability to change resources of a virtual system if this

CactoScale, CactoOpt

Optimization

reduces the power consumption

Heterogeneous Data

Compatibility to manage resources in non-

Centre Compatibility

homogeneous data centres

Gather

Get the actual status of a system

CactoScale

Allow a usage prediction for the future based on

CactoScale, CactoSim

CactoScale, CactoOpt

Characteristics
5

Usage Prediction

6

Event Driven

Based on the preferences the toolkit automatically or

Optimization

interactively attaches or detaches resources

Resource Conflict

Warn before a free resource runs short (like storage or

Prediction

free CPU cores)

models or current usage

7

CactoScale, CactoOpt
CactoScale, CactoSim

1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROJECT
OBJECTIVES AND VALIDATION GOALS
While the project objectives define abstract goals for the CACTOS software products, the validation
goals are easier to achieve. Of course the project objectives address and cover the same capabilities
the software should have, however the validation goals are direct features of the software itself.
Not all objectives will be validated here because the task is to define acceptance criteria for the
software, not for the whole project. The following table shows the project objectives2 and maps
them to the objectives of this document.
PObj#1: Extend the data basis to build solid ground for

Addressed with the validation goals 1-7.

the analysis and prediction models (CactoScale)
PObj#2: Substantially increase capability to optimize

Addressed with the validation goals 1-3, 6.

workload placement (CactoOpt)

2
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PObj#3: Cloud Data Centre Simulation Framework

Addressed with the validation goals 5, 7.

(CactoSim)
PObj#4: Set up a validation infrastructure and provide

Validating this is not an objective in this iteration.

a tangible implementation of the concept within the
FCO cloud middleware solution by partner Flexiant
PObj#5: Validate the concepts early with simulation

Validating this is not an objective in this iteration.

and physical infrastructure
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III. METRIC DERIVATION FROM USE CASES
The partners, respectively Flexiant, UULM and REALTECH, will present their acceptance criteria
derived from their various use cases in D7.1 in the following sections. The criteria should be directly
measurable and have a clear naming. The according validation goals of each use case will be
described as well.

1. BUSINESS ANALYTICS SCENARIO DETAILS
(FLEX)
In order to address the severity of under optimised cloud infrastructures Cloud providers need a
solution to determine when loads should be migrated between nodes, resulting in seamless
matching between computational workloads and available resources as well as freeing nodes
completely from any task. This type of load distribution requires a more intelligent optimisation
algorithm to make the most efficient use of available resources.
The omission of fault tolerance by cloud customers or providers weakens the effectiveness of cloud
orchestration software especially for applications running on top of this.
The use case will look towards continuous iterative exploration and investigation of past business
performance to gain insight and drive business planning by taking the current method of
Monitor>>Alert>>Manual Action and turn that into Monitor>>CactoSim/CactoOpt>>Automated
action as well as using simulation techniques.
The monitoring installation generates a large amount of data. This data pull from the underlying
node metrics such as node load, number of VM’s available cores and RAM. This data remains
relatively underused. If key data could be passed to a higher level decision engine, intelligently
parsed and interpreted then dynamic decisions could be made that repair the indicated issue and
negate the need for the manual intervention. This could potentially identify bottlenecks and faults
such as underutilised nodes and unresponsive VM’s, this has a direct cost saving related to human
resources and the support infrastructure as well as having a positive effect on QoS and related SLA.
This cost saving can be found as human resources are not required and as such admin costs are
reduced, combined with the full utilisation of the available hardware ensures only the required
resources are consumed.
The main use case objectives are outlined below. This table outlines the key objectives the Flex use
case will cover.
MAIN USE CASE OBJECTIVES
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Use CactoOpt for VM balancing across nodes
Deploy VM/Application to the best fitting resource
Output notifications of faults to CactoScale or relevant tool
Use CactoSim to simulate optimisation models so cloud provider can provide a plug-in in the
event of a node error state bring another node into production. This will be written in Flexiant
Development Language (FDL) and created as a trigger within FCO.
Use the CACTOS toolkit for high availability / continuous availability for mission critical
applications
Use CactoSim to understand trade-offs around the cost of providing live copies of VMs vs. not
having them with higher risk, penalties etc.
Expose key topology description information for use with the CACTOS tools
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Table 2 summarises the validation scenarios for the business analytic use case and identifies the
validation goals required for the use case. As detailed in
Table 2: Flex, Business Analytics Scenario validation overview.

VALIDATION SCENARIO
#BC.1 NODE LOAD DISTRIBUTION

REQUIREME

VALIDATION

NT

GOALS

USE CASE

basic

1,2,3,4,

BC.1

1,4,5

BC.2

requirement
#BC.2 FAULT TOLERANCE

basic
requirement

The first use case scenario by Flex is detailed within table 3 & 4. This use case details the fault
tolerance description and the acceptance criteria for this use case, also detailed is that the use
case has been split into two distinct sections. These are called Business case 1 (BC1) and Business
case 2 (BC2).

Table 3: Flex, Business Analytics Scenario Details, Use Case 1 (BC1)

NAME:
DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

BUSINESS ANALYTICS SCENARIO DETAILS (FLEX), USE CASE I (BC1)
Fault Tolerance
Load distribution where CactoOpt and CactoSim functionality will be used to enhance this
area by providing access to low level data and simulation of large scale cloud
infrastructures.

RESOURCES
ACCEPTANCES
CRITERIA
CORRESPONDING

Gauge system metrics as it currently stands. Provide measurable benefits as an additional
resource available online in case of failure.
See Table 5 for suggested metrics

VALIDATION
GOALS

Table 4: Flex, Business Analytics Scenario Details, Use Case 2 (BC2)
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NAME:
DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

BUSINESS ANALYTICS SCENARIO DETAILS (FLEX), USE CASE PART 2 (BC.2)
Fault Tolerance
There will be a fault tolerance part to the scenario where simulation will be used to identify
bottlenecks around the handling of cloud-based faults. Such as VM failures/errors.

RESOURCES
ACCEPTANCES
CRITERIA

CORRESPONDING

Gauge system metrics as it currently stands. Provide measurable benefits as an additional
resource available online in case of failure. Simulate the failure based on captured
historical metrics (MTTF etc.) which can happen at any time but is statistically likely to
happen every x hours, understand the cost of having additional resources running in case
this happens and what is optimal.
See Table 5 for suggested metrics

VALIDATION
GOALS

Table 5 covers the validation goals and Service that will be used within the use case to achieve the
desired.
Table 5: Flex, Validation goals to Use Case I

API SERVICE

DESCRIPTION / PARAMETERS

LOAD

Number of processes waiting in the CPU queue / TBD

NTPD

Check NTPd process is running / TBD

PING

Ping check to host / TBD

ROOT PARTITION

Check amount of free disk space on root partition /
TBD
HTTP GET request, Checks that api.flexiscale is
responding

API.FLEXISCALE.COM
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2. SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING (UULM)
The scientific use case aims at improving the state of the art of high performance computing (HPC)
for both users of HPC applications and the operators of HPC data centres. As described in
Deliverable 7.1, the scientific computing scenario is based on computations in the fields of quantum
chemistry. We have taken the Molpro application for an in-depth analysis and subject for
improvements. Just as in most applications in HPC and scientific computing, Molpro applications are
tremendously long-running (in the order of days to month). As sketched in D7.1, Molpro exposes a
high affinity to both hardware and input parameters and additionally a high degree of determinism.
Hence, the same type of input always leads to the same computations being executed. From the
considerations of D7.1 it follows that CACTOS may mainly improve the state of the art in the field of
job submission, job scheduling (i.e. resource allocation), and job execution. In addition, it is desirable
that CACTOS supports Molpro in the event of hardware failures and offers a recovery of failed
applications.
It is noteworthy that the purpose of applying CACTOS for scientific computing is not necessary an
increased performance for an individual application instance. Instead, it is supposed to increase the
load factor of the data centre and the resilience against failures. In particular, it shall be possible for
the data centre operator to trade performance and runtime of individual instances against overall
throughput, power consumption, average load, etc.

a) METHODOLOGY
In the following, we first re-visit the use cases defined in D7.1 and stress again how they may benefit
from the individual CACTOS tools as well as an integrated CACTOS toolkit (cf. Section III.2.b). In
particular, the section covers what UULM wants to ideally achieve in the CACTOS project in order to
best support their scientific computing scenario. We are aware though that it is likely that some of
these use cases might not be supported to the full extent by CACTOS at the end of the project. This
is mainly the case as they require features and functionality that is outside the scope of the project.
The succeeding Section III.2.c then presents validation scenarios representing the use cases.

b) APPLYING CACTOS TO THE USE CASES
The following paragraphs revisit the Scientific Computing scenario by describing the CACTOSenabled Molpro use cases on a high level. For each of the use cases we identify the affected CACTOS
component(s) and functionality expected from that component. The list of functionality is then
broken down into validation scenarios in the next section.
JOB SUBMISSION (SC. SUB)
In HPC, a user normally submits his computation job to a waiting queue which will select jobs
according to available resources. Currently this requires the user to specify an estimated run time
and the required resources. When underestimating, one or even both properties this may lead to
the failure of the entire job. This leads to the fact that users tend to overestimate the run time and
resources which is negative both for users and data centre operators: users pay for resources they
don’t actually use; also the average waiting time for running new jobs increases. The data centre
operator suffers as he cannot serve other users. CACTOS improves the situation by offering the
following features:
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Molpro jobs running in a virtualised environment and monitoring the load of the respective
virtual machine helps to deal with overestimation.



The data mining techniques used by CACTOS enable the creation of fine-grained application
models based on various traces.



The existence of a Molpro application model enables CACTOS to derive an execution time
estimation from the input data depending on the available hardware resources. The use of this
knowledge enables CACTOS to overrule user-specified run time estimates if necessary.



The use of virtualisation further allows CACTOS to save the current state of the application in
case the user’s time/money budget is exhausted enabling to continue the computation at a later
point in time.

JOB SCHEDULING (SC.SCH)
In typical HPC computing, the scheduler bases its resource assignment and hence the decision for a
time-slot and reservation of (physical) machines solely on the job description provided by the
submitter. In particular, it will only start a job when the reservation of the necessary resources, i.e.
the physical machines, is possible in that time slot. With respect to scientific computation, CACTOS
provides the following features:
 The available application model is able to better predict the resource requirements and runtime
of an application. In particular, the scheduler can determine the runtime with respect to the
hardware being used.
 Running applications in virtual machines enables sharing a physical node between multiple
applications while keeping isolation between them high.
 The constant monitoring provides insight into the applications’ overall resource demands. This
enables scheduling applications with non-interfering resource demands on the same nodes.
 Monitoring data in combination with data mining enables the identification of resource
requirements over time depending on the input to the application. This enables the identification
of phases the application passes in its lifecycle. Hence, scheduling with respect to non-interfering
resource demands may also consider the time-dependent behaviour of applications.
 The existence of an application model enables the scheduler to trade computation time against
costs including energy consumption.
JOB EXECUTION (SC.EX)
While the state of the art for HPC applications solely deploys applications and runs them either to
the end of the computation or the end of the time slot assigned to the application, running
applications with CACTOS enables adaptations at run time:


The provisioning of too little resources, e.g. memory or disk, to a Molpro instance will result
in the failure of the application. Having applied virtualization enables to increase the
available resources at run time avoiding the failure. At the same time, resources can also be
removed from virtual machines in case they are currently not needed (CPU cores, memory).



The use of data mining and constant monitoring in combination with the application
models enables that it can be detected in which phase of its execution the application
currently is.



Phase-awareness in combination with virtualization may be used to stop/pause individual
virtual machines when it turns out that the phases of concurrently deployed virtual
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machines are not non-interfering, but one instance has progressed faster than expected,
e.g. due to the way CPU cores are scheduled amongst.


Having application model and hardware topology available the CACTOS toolkit may migrate
a running application to another node that suits better the needs of the application or the
data centre operator. This may also prove helpful in case of maintenance works or when
interfering between virtual machines appears constantly. The decision to migrate a
machine certainly has to take into account the time required to execute the migration.

HARDWARE FAILURES (SC.HF)
The fact that Molpro applications are long running and further Molpro provides no capability to save
intermediate application states makes the application extremely vulnerable to hardware failures. For
instance an application running for one week only has ~50% success probability if the machine has a
failure probability of 10% per day. For Molpro this leads to the loss of the entire computation results
and hence, results in a waste of computing time and power. Again, the use of CACTOS can improve
the situation:


Providing automatic snapshots on the level of virtual machines enables that computation
can be restarted from the last snapshot.



The constant monitoring of the physical hosts enables CACTOS to detect the failures of
physical hosts and to derive their individual failure property.



From the input parameters provided to a Molpro instance, CACTOS can derive an execution
time for the application.



By combining both execution time and failure probability, it can compute a reasonable
snapshot interval.

c) VALIDATION SCENARIOS FOR SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
Table 6 summarises the validation scenarios #SC.X for scientific computing as presented in the
following. It further identifies the use cases (SC.SUB, SC.SCH, SC.EX, and SC.HF) from Section III.2.b
they affect, the validation goals from Section II, as well as the requirements from Deliverable D7.1.
The validation scenarios intentionally leave out more sophisticate settings that take into account
various optimisation goals and also the migration of application instances. These will be introduced
in D7.3.2 and be based on the results obtained from the first validation (cf. D7.4.1).
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Table 6: UULM, Overview of all validation scenarios for Scientific Computing and their relation to requirements and validation goals

VALIDATION SCENARIO

REQUIREME

VALIDATION

USE CASE

NT

GOALS

#SC.1 RUNNING MOLPRO IN A VIRTUALISED

basic

1

ENVIRONMENT

requirement

#SC.2 DEPLOYING MOLPRO THROUGH

basic

CACTOS

requirement

#SC.3 MONITORING MOLPRO INSTANCES

R.2

2, 4

SC.SCH, SC.EX, SC.HF

#SC.4 MINE MOLPRO TRACES

R.2

2, 4, 5

SC.SUB, SC.EX, SC.HF

#SC.5 PREDICTION OF EXECUTION TIME AND

R.2

2, 3, 4, 5

SC.SUB, SC.EX

R.2, R.3

2, 5

SC.EX

#SC.7 FAILURE DETECTION AND SNAPSHOTS

R.1

2, 4, 5

SC.HF

#SC.8 APPLICATION RESTART FROM

R.1

1, 4, 6

SC.HF

#SC.9 CONCURRENT USAGE OF RESOURCES

R.3, R.4

1, 2, 3, 5,7

SC.SUB, SC.EX

#SC.10 PHASE-AWARE SCHEDULING

R.3, R.4

2, 3, 4, 5,7

SC.SUB, SC.EX

#SC.11 DETECT LACK OF RESOURCES

R.1, R.2, R.3

4, 5, 7

SC.EX, SC.HF

#SC.12 SIMULATE SPARE RESOURCES

R.6

5

SC.EX

SC.SUB, SC.SCH,
SC.EX, SC.HF

1

SC.SUB, SC.SCH,
SC.EX, SC.HF

EXECUTION PHASES
#SC.6 ON-LINE PHASE DETECTION OF
RUNNING APPLICATIONS

SNAPSHOTS IN CASE OF FAILURES

#SC.1 RUNNING MOLPRO IN A VIRTUALISED ENVIRONMENT
In order to be able to apply CACTOS optimisations to Molpro applications, it is necessary to make
the application executable in the domain where CACTOS operates, which is clouds. In particular, it
has to be possible to execute the application in a virtualised environment. The validation scenario is
summarised in Table 7.
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Table 7: UULM, #SC.1 Running Molpro in a virtualised environment
Scenario
definition

This scenario ensures that Molpro applications can be deployed in a
virtualized environment such as clouds. It establishes the basic functionality
to all Molpro validation scenarios.

description

The Molpro operator can create a new virtual machine, install Molpro there
and start the application over ssh from the command line. The Molpro
operator selects the size of the virtual machine and deals with storage.

resources

A running cloud testbed and a Molpro operator.

required
acceptance

Molpro application can be installed, started, and it terminates successfully.

criteria
CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

No

CactoOpt

No

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

No

#SC.2 DEPLOYING MOLPRO THROUGH CACTOS
Once Molpro can be run in a cloud environment, it has to be shown that it is possible to deploy
Molpro through the CACTOS toolkit. This includes for instance that CACTOS is capable of receiving a
Molpro input file and deploy a virtual machine from it. The resulting validation scenario is specified
in Table 8.
Table 8: UULM, #SC.2 Deploying Molpro through CACTOS
Scenario
definition

This scenario ensures that Molpro applications can be deployed to a cloud
platform through the CACTOS toolkit. For that purpose the CACTOS toolkit
has to provide a frontend that receives Molpro job submissions and
transforms them into deployments of virtual machines.

description

The Molpro operator connects to the CACTOS toolkit and submits a new
Molpro computation through an input file.

resources

One cloud testbed, a Molpro operator and a CACTOS toolkit.

required
acceptance

The CACTOS toolkit is capable of (i) parsing the input file, (ii) derive a virtual

criteria

machine configuration from it. (iii) Start a new virtual machine with that
configuration. (iv) Deploy Molpro on that virtual machine. (v) Start the
computation with the original input parameters.
The computation completes successfully in at least 80% of all cases. This
means that sufficient hardware resources were provided to the application
by the correct virtual machine configuration.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale
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CactoOpt

No

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that Molpro applications can be applied to CACTOS

#SC.3 MONITORING MOLPRO INSTANCES
In order to be able to derive an application model for Molpro as well as later on figure out optimal
deployments, but also for being able to apply optimisations to running Molpro instances based on
that application model it is necessary to be able to gather monitoring data from the system. The
respective validation scenario is defined in Table 9.
Table 9: UULM, #SC.3 Monitoring Molpro instances
Scenario
definition

This scenario ensures that Molpro applications can be monitored when being
run with CACTOS: the load of the virtual machine running Molpro as well as
the physical node running the virtual machine.

description

After having deployed a Molpro application through the CACTOS toolkit (cf.
#SC.2), the CACTOS toolkit installs the necessary monitoring tools in the
virtual machine. In addition, the configuration of the testbed ensures that the
load of the physical node is monitored as well. Essential metrics required for
Molpro, include CPU load (for user and system level), memory (application
usage, file system caching, buffering, swapping statistics) and disk
consumption (for each available disk/partition), write/read access to disk
(amount of accesses and bandwidth, cf. D7.1, D4.1). They have to be
captured and fed to CactoScale. In order to detect the completion and failure
of a process, CactoScale also has to be aware of the state of the application
(running, terminated successfully, terminated with an error).

resources

One cloud testbed configured with CactoScale, a Molpro operator and a

required

CACTOS toolkit.

acceptance

The CACTOS toolkit is able to start the application and install the necessary

criteria

monitoring sensors. CactoScale is able to sample CPU load, the memory
usage, disk consumption at least every 10 seconds and store the samples.
Further, it is able to constantly monitor disk access (e.g. via blktrace) and
access to the operating system (e.g. via strace). Finally, it reports the
termination of the application to the Molpro operator, e.g. via email.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes.


Validates that CactoScale can retrieve monitoring data for the required
metrics



Validates that CactoScale can retrieve and store monitoring data with a
sufficiently high sampling rate
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Validates that CactoScale can detect the termination of the application.

CactoOpt

No

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – validates that automatic monitoring is set up at deployment time
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#SC.4 MINE MOLPRO TRACES
Once data has been gather by monitoring it has to be analysed (mined) in order to derive insight on
application behaviour which can then lead to an application model. In particular, we are expecting to
see different phases when the application becomes CPU-bound or I/O bound respectively. Table 10
defines the respective validation scenario.
Table 10: UULM, #SC.4 Mine Molpro traces
Scenario
definition

This scenario exploits CACTOS’ monitoring and data mining capabilities to
identify behavioural phases during the run time of the application and helps
to derive a Molpro application model.

description

After having run Molpro multiple times with the same input data and over
various hardware configurations, CactoScale is used to perform an offline
analysis and to identify the average overall execution time and its standard
deviation. Additionally, the mining algorithms in CactoScale are used to
identify deviations in the use of operating system and storage. It also enables
the recognition of CPU-bound vs. I/O bound phases of the application.

resources

A CactoScale database fed with logs from multiple Molpro runs.

required
acceptance

The results provided by CactoScale identify how many of CPU-bound and I/O

criteria

bound phases an application run has had. It also identifies the portion the
respective phases had on the overall run time and is able to identify their
beginning and end times with respect to the starting time of the application.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes – validates that CactoScale can analyse data for deriving an application
model

CactoOpt

No

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

No

#SC.5 PREDICTION OF EXECUTION TIME AND EXECUTION PHASES
Once an application model is available CACTOS shall be able to estimate the execution time of
Molpro instances dependent on the hardware configuration the application is run on and the input
data provided. The respective validation scenario is defined in Table 11.
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Table 11: UULM, #SC.5 Prediction of execution time and execution phases
Scenario
Definition

This scenario uses the Molpro application model to estimate the runtime of a
Molpro instance depending on its input parameters and the available
hardware.

Description

Before deploying a Molpro instance, CactoOpt analyses the input data of the
application. From the application model and the topology model, it can
predict the execution time depending on the selected hardware. It is also
capable of predicting the number of CPU-bound and I/O-bound phases of a
run depending on the input. For all of the phases, the individual execution
time required can be estimated depending on the available hardware.

resources

A Molpro application model (cf. #SC.4), one cloud testbed and its

required

representation in a topology model, a Molpro operator and a CACTOS toolkit
with CactoOpt enabled.

acceptance

CactoOpt shall be able to predict the number of phases and their respective

criteria

length depending on the hardware to be selected. Regarding the number of
phases, it shall predict the number CPU-bound phases and of I/O-bound
phases with a precision of +/- 1. The estimated time for the phase length
should on average be within a 10% interval of the real execution time.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

No

CactoOpt

Yes – ensures that CactoOpt can combine application model and topology
model and derive an estimated load and behaviour prediction from it

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the application can be deployed and the deployment
parameters are passed to CactoOpt
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#SC.6 ON-LINE PHASE DETECTION OF RUNNING APPLICATIONS
In a next step, the data mining capabilities shall be extended to a run-time analysis such that the
phases (CPU-bound vs. I/O bound) can be detected for running applications. Table 12 summarises
this validation scenario.
Table 12: UULM, #SC.6 On-line Phase Detection of Running Applications
Scenario
Definition

This scenario uses the Molpro application model, the monitoring capabilities,
and the data mining capabilities to identify deviations from the current
application behaviour to the estimations (cf. #SC.5).

Description

After having deployed a Molpro instance, CactoScale monitors the behaviour
of the application and particularly identifies the execution phase it currently
is executing. CactoOpt compares the results of this on-line analysis with the
prediction done at application start and is capable to recognise deviations
from the prediction. It is also capable of adapting the predictions during the
runtime.

resources

A Molpro application model (cf. #SC.4), one cloud testbed and its

required

representation in a topology model, a Molpro operator and a CACTOS toolkit
with CactoOpt and CactoScale enabled.

acceptance

CactoOpt shall be able to adapt its prediction depending on the results

criteria

received from the on-line monitoring. While adapting, the prediction of the
quality of the prediction shall improve. Hence, the last prediction of the
number of phases shall be correct and the prediction of the execution time
shall deviate only by 1% compared the actual execution time. Considering an
interval between adaptions, it should be rather in the range of hours and not
in the range of minutes or seconds.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes – ensures that monitoring data is collected as needed and provides
insight into the application’s current behaviour.

CactoOpt

Yes – ensures that CactoOpt can combine application model, topology model
derive a load and behaviour prediction from it in an iterative manner.

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the application can be deployed and the deployment
parameters are passed to CactoOpt
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#SC.7 FAILURE DETECTION AND SNAPSHOTS
For being able to increase the resilience of long running Molpro application instances against
hardware failures and power outtakes, CACTOS has to be able to predict the failure rates of
individual nodes and apply snapshots of virtual machines as counter measures. This validation
scenario is specified in Table 13.
Table 13: UULM, #SC.7 Failure Detection and Snapshots
Scenario
Definition

This scenario exploits CACTOS’ monitoring capabilities in order to predict
failure rates and derive a snapshotting strategy from it.

Description

CactoScale monitors the physical data centre as represented in the topology
model. It exploits the monitoring data to compute an average down time and
meantime between failures for both individual nodes and over all nodes of
the data centre. CactoOpt uses this information and the estimated execution
time (cf. #SC.5, #SC.6) in order to derive a snapshot interval for saving the
application state. During runtime, it ensures that the snapshots are taken on
a regular basis. For computing this interval, it takes into account how much
time is needed to gather the snapshot.

resources

A Molpro application model (cf. #SC.4), one cloud testbed and its

required

representation in a topology model, a Molpro operator, CACTOS toolkit with
CactoOpt enabled, a runtime prediction from CactoOpt (cf. #SC.5, #SC.6) and
information about failure rates.

acceptance

The basic requirement for this scenario is that CactoOpt is capable of taking

criteria

snapshot on virtual machine levels that can later on be manually deployed
using the interface of the respective cloud platform. Side-constraints are that
the average time required to take all snapshots is lower than the average
time spent on re-computations due to failures. These average values should
be taken over all runs of Molpro.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

No

CactoOpt

Yes – ensures that the snapshot interval can be computed according, it also
triggers the snapshots

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the application can be deployed and the deployment
parameters are passed to CactoOpt

#SC.8 APPLICATION RESTART FROM SNAPSHOTS IN CASE OF FAILURES
The overhead of taking the application snapshots can only be justified if these can be used to reestablish vanished application states in case of hardware failures. In particular, CACTOS shall be able
to react to these failures by automatically re-starting the application from the latest snapshot as
defined in the validation scenario in Table 14.
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Table 14: UULM, #SC.8 Application Restart from Snapshots in Case of Failures
Scenario
definition

This scenario exploits CACTOS’ monitoring capabilities in order to determine
the failure of a node and CactoOpt’s scheduling to restart the application
from a snapshot.

description

CactoScale monitors the physical data centre as represented in the topology
model and detects the failure of individual physical nodes. This information is
passed to CactoOpt which triggers the re-instantiation of the failed
application from the latest available snapshot.

resources

Molpro application model (cf. #SC.4), one cloud testbed and its

required

representation in a topology model, a Molpro operator, CACTOS toolkit with
CactoOpt and CactoScale enabled, a runtime prediction from CactoOpt (cf.
#SC.5, #SC.6), information about failure rates.

acceptance

Besides the mere functionality, there are no strict constraints for this

criteria

scenario. Considering the long running nature of our applications, a recovery
in the order of minutes is satisfactory.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes – ensures that failures are detected.

CactoOpt

Yes – ensures that application is restarted from latest snapshot (if available).

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the application can be deployed and the deployment
parameters are passed to CactoOpt
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#SC.9 CONCURRENT USAGE OF RESOURCES
CACTOS shall go beyond state of the art by enabling the concurrent usage of resources in case this
concurrent use is non-conflicting. In the simplest case, it enables to run two single core Molpro
applications on a dual core node. A validation scenario for this setting is fixed in Table 15.
Table 15: UULM, #SC.9 Concurrent Usage of Resources
Scenario
definition

This scenario exploits CACTOS’ scheduling capabilities and application
behaviour in order to fully use physical resources while not harming
application performance too much.

description

When deploying a new Molpro application CactoOpt takes into account the
actual deployment situation and decides on the deployment location such
that the resource requirements of the new application and the already
running applications (each encapsulated in virtual machines) do not conflict;
in particular they shall not exceed the existing physical resources.

resources

A Molpro application model (cf. #SC.4), one cloud testbed and its

required

representation in a topology model, a Molpro operator and a CACTOS toolkit
with CactoScale and CactoOpt enabled.

acceptance

When deploying multiple Molpro applications, no two LCCSD (has CPU and

criteria

I/O phases, cf. D7.1) shall be deployed on the same physical node. Instead
available cores shall be filled with DFT computations (only CPU phases) as
long as the execution time for all applications does not exceed the execution
time for executing with isolated, exclusive access to nodes by more than 10%.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes – ensures that the topology model is up to date

CactoOpt

Yes – realises the scheduling

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the application can be deployed and the deployment
parameters are passed to CactoOpt
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#SC.10 PHASE-AWARE SCHEDULING
Shared use of resources is even possible when the access is principally conflicting (both virtual
machines access disk), but not actually conflicting (they never do that at the same time). CACTOS
shall be able to ensure that such conflicts are never actually conflicting as we define in the validation
scenario in Table 16.
Table 16: UULM, #SC.10 Phase-aware scheduling
Scenario
definition

This scenario extends scenario #SC.9 by allowing for applications with
conflicting resource requirements on the same physical node. It requires the
scheduling to ensure that conflicting phases do not overlap.

description

As in #SC.9. Yet, when applications have conflicting resource requirements
and their application models further show alternating CPU- and I/O-bound
phases, they are scheduled such that conflicting phases do never occur at the
same time. When conflicts still occur (as prediction may not be fully correct,
cf. #SC.5, #SC.6) the scheduler delays the execution of one or multiple
applications such that the conflict does not become visible.

resources

It requires a Molpro application model (cf. #SC.4), one cloud testbed and its

required

representation in a topology model, a Molpro operator, CACTOS toolkit with
CactoOpt and CactoScale enabled, and runtime predictions from CactoOpt
(cf. #SC.5, #SC.6).

acceptance

When deploying two Molpro applications in LCCSD mode to an empty

criteria

testbed, the scheduler shall select the same multi-core physical node and
start both applications. Their respective I/O phases shall never overlap. If
such an overlap is determined, the scheduler shall delay/pause one of the
two applications. The time required to execute both applications shall be
lower than their successive execution.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes – ensures that the topology model is up to date

CactoOpt

Yes – realises the scheduling and pausing of virtual machines

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the application can be deployed and the deployment
parameters are passed to CactoOpt
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#SC.11 DETECT LACK OF RESOURCES
When estimating the resources for a Molpro application, CACTOS may underestimate the truly
required resources which would lead to a crash of the application. For that reason, CACTOS shall be
able to detect virtual machines running out of resources. We define the respective validation
scenario in Table 17.
Table 17: UULM, #SC.11 Detect Lack of Resources
Scenario
definition

This scenario covers cases where either the resources provided to a virtual
machine (#SC.1, #SC.2) or the time budget of a user does not suffice in order
to complete a computation.

description

The lack of hardware resources can be determined by CactoScale when
monitoring the application and the consumption of hardware. In particular
consuming almost all of available disk space and having the application
(excluding the operating system) consume almost all of the available memory
give strong evidence that the resources are not sufficient. CactoOpt reacts to
the findings of CactoScale.
The lack of compute time is not covered by the acceptance criteria, as the
accounting of CACTOS currently isn’t clear. Conceptually, however, this can
be treated just like hardware resources.

resources

A cloud testbed, a Molpro operator, CACTOS toolkit with CactoOpt and

required

CactoScale enabled and a virtual machine with too few resources.

acceptance

When intentionally using a badly suited virtual machine for a particular

criteria

application configuration (by by-passing CACTOS’ estimation capabilities)
CactoScale shall notify CactoOpt about an upcoming failure when 99.99% of
all available disk has been used. CactoOpt shall react by extending the virtual
disk used by the application in case the physical node has more resources
available. When no such resources are available CactoOpt takes a snapshot of
the application, terminates the virtual machine, and restarts the application
from that snapshot on another physical node.

CACTOS components applied
CactoScale

Yes – ensures the monitoring of the load and resource consumption

CactoOpt

Yes – realises the resource extension, triggers snapshot, and restart of virtual
machines

CactoSim

No

CACTOS Toolkit

Yes – ensures that the actions triggered by CactoOpt reach the cloud

#SC.12 SIMULATE SPARE RESOURCES
In principle, our data centre is dedicated to running Molpro applications. As these application
instances are resource demanding, it may happen that compute nodes are occupied such that there
are spare resources, but not enough to run another Molpro instance. These may be used to run
other applications with low-resource demands such as the Web servers of institutes of our UULM. In
order to estimate the feasibility of that approach, a simulation of the average spare resources is
desirable. A validation scenario is defined in Table 18.
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Table 18 UULM, #SC.12 Simulation of Spare Resources
Scenario
definition

This scenario applies simulation in order to estimate the spare resources in
our testbed in order to evaluate the possibility to run other services with low
resource demands on the same data centre.

description

This scenario simulates the spare resources available in the UULM testbed
when loaded with a typical Molpro deployment patterns and optimised with
different CactoOpt optimisation strategies. It applies various CactoOpt
optimisation strategies to figure out differences.

resources

Statistics or traces about data centre usage, including input parameters;

required

CactoOpt connected to CactoSim.

acceptance

When provided with Molpro deployment statistics, running CactoSim yields

criteria

information on maximum and minimum available resources, the impact of
various CactoOpt optimisation strategies. Under these conditions the
simulation also lists information on how the spare resources are distributed
over the data centre and how they move over physical devices as time
passes.

CACTOS components applied
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CactoScale

No

CactoOpt

Yes – realises optimisation in the simulation

CactoSim

Yes – performs the simulation

CACTOS Toolkit

No
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3. ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS (REALTECH)
For systems with enterprise applications, especially SAP ERP based on SAP HANA, various usage
scenarios and use cases are conceivable. Although they may appear similar to any system that does
not run an enterprise application, they differ in their acceptance criteria. The focus of REALTECH is to
cover key success factors of such enterprise applications, e.g. short response times, while the
resources are being maintained by CACTOS.

a) UNIVERSAL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Some acceptance criteria must be expanded during and after performing a number of specific
actions on all systems, which is why they are documented in tables 19-22. They will not be listed
again in the following use cases.
The SAP ERP system and the corresponding SAP HANA database are running on different hardware
layouts. Each layout has its own universal acceptance criteria. The following tables give an overview
of the different acceptance criteria measured on the different systems and map these criteria to
values that should bind them.

VMware ESX for SAP ERP VMs:
Table 19: REALTECH, Monitoring the ESX System

ITEM

SUGGESTED VALUE3

CPU UTILISATION

For each core: 50-70%

MEMORY UTILISATION

70%

MEMORY LATENCY
POWER CONSUMPTION

TBD
4

STORAGE RESPONSE I/O (LOCAL)

TBD

STORAGE UTILISATION (LOCAL)

80%

The SAP HANA appliance server:
Table 20: REALTECH, Monitoring the SAP HANA System

ITEM

SUGGESTED VALUE

CPU UTILISATION

For each core: 50-70%

MEMORY UTILISATION

70%

MEMORY LATENCY

TBD

POWER CONSUMPTION

3

The validation is done in two iterations. As the actual software product can only be measured in
the second iteration. Until the second iteration various tests will be performed in order to ensure
the consistency of the specified – internal – values. The published ones are now only dummies.
4
The empty columns of “suggested values” point to theoretical concepts that need to be tested
before actual values can be given. It refers to the question if these data should only be monitored to
get a state of success with changing the hardware, or if they should be criteria for optimization. For
example power consumption cannot be optimized directly, without modifying the hardware – like
memory. So it makes sense to measure power consumption, but not to optimize it directly.
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STORAGE RESPONSE I/O

TBD

STORAGE UTILISATION

80%

The VMs of the SAP ERP system:
Table 21: REALTECH, Monitoring the SAP ERP System

ITEM

SUGGESTED VALUE

RAM SIZE
STORAGE SIZE
CPU QUANTITY
CPU UTILISATION

For each core: 50-70%

MEMORY UTILISATION

70%

MEMORY LATENCY

TBD

STORAGE RESPONSE IO (ACCESSING SAN)

TBD

STORAGE UTILISATION (ACCESSING SAN)

80%

NETWORK BANDWITH TO HANA NODE / SAN
STORAGE

50%

The SAP ERP system:
Table 22: REALTECH, Monitoring the SAP ERP System

ITEM

SUGGESTED VALUE

SAP SYSTEM INFORMATION – OPERATION STATUS

Online / Running

SAP DIALOG – RESPONSE TIME

TBD

SAP DIALOG – UTILISATION IN %

<75%

SAP BATCH – DURATION

TBD

SAP BATCH – JOBS OVER RUNTIME LIMITS

TBD

SAP BATCH – UTILISATION IN %

TBD

SAP SHORTDUMPS – SHORTDUMPLASTHOUR

TBD

SAP SHORTDUMPS – SHORTDUMPSTODAY

TBD

SAP INSTANCE INFORMATION – PROCESSES

Further universal acceptance criteria:
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SLA compliant setup



The system status, especially the SAP environment can still be monitored



The CACTOS software predicts possible resource conflicts or shortage in the near future
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b) USE CASE I - NEW SYSTEM SETUP
Table 23: REALTECH, Use Case 1

NAME:
DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

ENTERPRISE APPLICATION (REALTECH), USE CASE I - NEW SYSTEM SETUP
Setup of a new system
The user defines:




RESOURCES
ACCEPTANCE

The initial hardware layer, such as
o

storage and memory sizing

o

network resources

SLA criteria, such as
o

Downtime

o

Response time

A customer with permission to assign hardware resources, a hardware provider
Assigned hardware layer matches the required configuration

CRITERIA
CORRESPONDING

1, 3, 7

VALIDATION
GOALS5

c) USE CASE II - USER-DRIVEN OPTIMISATION
Table 24: REALTECH, Use Case 2

NAME:
DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

ENTERPRISE APPLICATION (REALTECH), USE CASE II - USER-DRIVEN OPTIMISATION
Optimisation of an existing system due to warnings and errors
Based on the data which was collected by CactoScale, the user identifies bottlenecks in the
hardware layer which may cause or are already resulting in non-compliance with SLAs on
the consumer level, such as unforeseen downtimes.
Non-compliance on the provider level might be a high power consumption leading to high
costs.

RESOURCES
ACCEPTANCE

A customer with permissions to assign hardware resources, a hardware provider


CRITERIA

When user behaviour is applied to the models, CactoSim should be able to
perform the same action to resolve these conflicts.



CactoScale automatically detects the change in hardware infrastructure usage



CactoOpt solves the bottleneck and CactoScale shows how to optimise system
behaviour

CORRESPONDING

1, 2, (3), 4, 5, 6, 7

VALIDATION
GOALS

5
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d) USE CASE III - AUTOMATIC OPTIMISATION
Table 25: REALTECH, Use Case 3

NAME:
DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

RESOURCES

ENTERPRISE APPLICATION (REALTECH), USE CASE III - AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION
Automatic optimisation of an existing system due to warnings and errors
CactoScale determines:


A bottleneck in the hardware layer



An error in the existing system architecture

A hardware provider and a CACTOS driven topology optimization

ACCEPTANCE



CactoOpt eliminates the bottleneck or error

CRITERIA



CactoScale automatically detects the change in the hardware infrastructure usage

CORRESPONDING

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

VALIDATION
GOALS

e) USE CASE IV - SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Table 26: REALTECH, Use Case 4

NAME:
DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

ENTERPRISE APPLICATION (REALTECH), USE CASE IV - SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Modification of a system during planned maintenance
The user detects difficulties to meet SLAs using CactoScale. Also non CACTOS-driven
modifications of the system architecture are performed during maintenance time (like
attaching new resources), updates etc.

RESOURCES

A provider and a CACTOS-driven topology optimisation, system administrator

ACCEPTANCE



CactoOpt eliminates the bottlenecks

CRITERIA



CactoOpt reassigns hardware resources to optimise power consumption and costs



CactoScale automatically detects changes in hardware infrastructure usage

CORRESPONDING

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7

VALIDATION
GOALS
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IV. VALIDATION COMPLETENESS
Validation Completeness is attained when all validation goals are covered by at least one acceptance
test.
One part of the validation is to verify that all use cases are handled correctly by the CACTOS
software, another part is to verify that the use cases cover all aspects of the DoW. Hence the
validation of the CACTOS Tools can only be done after the actual software is developed, the use case
completeness can already be tested at this point.
It is essential to test the use case completeness, because in doing so we can validate software
completeness via use case completeness. The use cases are complete here, if all goals from chapter
II are engaged at least one time by the corresponding validation goals fields in any use case from
chapter III.

1. BUSINESS ANALYTICS SCENARIO DETAILS (FLEX)
The summary the validation goal of the business case scenario by Flexiant are detailed below.
Allow CactoOpt/CactoSim to use the FCO API to talk to the project testbed


We can't test CactoOpt in a large variation of physical testbeds, this is where CactoSim comes in both in
scaling and in heterogeneity



Simulate adding a different type of resource to the mix.



Legacy heterogeneity, old systems mixed with new



Provide Node level data



Fault Tolerance in the event of node/ VM level failures



Node load distribution to ensure resources are used in the most efficient way

Table 27 breaks down the key goals and the section of the use case that will use the validation goals.
Table 27: Flex Validation Completeness
#

GOAL

USE CASE

1

Resource Provisioning

BC1

2

Power and Cost Optimisation

BC1

3

Heterogeneous Data Centre

BC1

Compatibility
4

Gather Characteristics

BC1,BC2

5

Usage Prediction

N/A

6

Event Driven Optimisation

BC1, BC2

7

Resource Conflict Prediction

N/A
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2. SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING (UULM)
Table 28 summarises the validation goal coverage of the validation scenarios presented for the
scientific computing use cases as they were introduced in Section III.2. From the table it becomes
visible that all validation goals are covered by the Scientific Computation scenario. Yet, we have to
state that some of them are strongly covered by 50% of all validation scenarios or more (validation
goals 2, 4, 5) some others are only covered by thee or less (validation goals 3, 6, 7). This split is
mainly caused by the fact that the strongly covered cases provide CACTOS basic functionality
whereas other cases require more sophisticated functionality such as optimisation functionality
(validation goal 6). We expect that such functionality will be more thoroughly covered by the
successor of this deliverable, D 7.3.2.

Table 28: UULM, Overview on Validation Completeness for Scientific Computing Scenario
#

GOAL

USE CASES

VALIDATION SCENARIOS

1

Resource Provisioning

SC.SUB, SC.SCH,

#SC.1, #SC.2, #SC.8, #SC.9,#SC.10

SC.EX, SC.HF
2
3
4
5

Power and cost

SC.SCH, SC.EX,

#SC.3, #SC.4, #SC.5, #SC.6, #SC.7, #SC.9,

Optimization

SC.HF

#SC.10

Heterogeneous Data Centre

SC.SUB, SC.EX,

#SC.5, #SC.9, #SC.10

Compatibility

SC.SCH

Gather Characteristics

SC.SUB, SC.SCH,

#SC.3, #SC.4, #SC.5, #SC.7, #SC.8, #SC.10,

SC.EX, SC.HF

#SC.11

SC.SUB, SC.EX,

#SC.4, #SC.6, #SC.7, #SC.9, #SC10, #SC.11,

SC.HF

#SC.12

Usage Prediction

6

Event Driven Optimization

SC.HF

#SC.8

7

Resource Conflict Prediction

SC.SUB, SC.EX,

#SC.9, #SC.10, #SC.11

SC.HF

3. ENTERPRISE APPLICATION (REALTECH)
REALTECHs use cases are complete, meaning that all validation goals (1-7) are engaged by at least
one use case, see table below. If during the actual validation progress it is shown that not all goals
are covered, then REALTECH will change the use case for the second iteration of this document.
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Table 29: REALTECH, Validation Completeness

#

GOAL

USE CASES

1

Resource Provisioning

1,2,3,4

2

Power and Cost Optimisation

2,3,4

3

Heterogeneous Data Centre

1,(2),3,4

Compatibility
4

Gather Characteristics

2,3,4

5

Usage Prediction

2,3,4

6

Event Driven Optimisation

2,3,4

7

Resource Conflict Prediction

1,2,3,4
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V. CONCLUSIONS & NEXT STEPS
This document identified the first set of validation goals and criteria that will be relevant for
measuring the success and relevance of the software components developed in CACTOS. By nature
of the project, not all software and testbeds are ready for testing at this point – in the following
iteration, the validation criteria will be applied to the software components and simulation
framework, as they become available and as they progress in their capabilities.
Development and testing may thereby lead to slight refinements in the concrete details of the
criteria, which will be captured in the update to this document with deliverable D7.3.2 at project
month 30.
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